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Indoor time switch
Scope of supply
• Time switch
• User manual
Specifications
input voltage:
220-240V~50Hz
max. Power:
16(2)A, 3500W
features:
24-hours time switch
switch for manual use
General information
To ensure that you can enjoy this product for many years to come, please read this
manual and store it in a safe place. With this time switch, you can conveniently and
easily control electric devices that are to be activated at a certain time or over a
longer time period.
Commissioning
1. Remove the product from the packaging and remove any remaining packaging
material.
2. Use the blue pins to set the desired time period.
3. Slowly turn the turntable clockwise to set the current time.
4. Connect the time switch to the desired socket. Make sure that the voltage corresponds to the specifications of the time switch.
5. The time switch is operational, you can now connect the device that is to be
controlled.
Settings
The time switch allows you to specify one or more time periods for which the
connected decive will be supplied with power. Set the time by pressing all the outer
pins within the desired time period. One pin corresponds to 15 minutes each. For
example, if the timer is to be activated 2 hours a day, a total of 8 pins have to be
pressed.
Set the time using the turntable afterwards. Turn it clockwise, until the arrow points
to the current time. One line corresponds to 15 minutes each, so one hour is divided
into four areas. For example, to set a time of 13:30, the turntable should be rotated
to the second line after the 13.
Manual switching
On the right side of the timer you will find the switch for manual control. If the
switch is down (clock symbol) the time switch operates as set. Push the switch
upwards (voltage symbol I), the connected device will now be supplied with power,
independent of the settings.
Maintenance
The device is maintenance-free, so please do not open the device. You will invalidate your warranty if you open up the device. Clean the outside with a soft, dry
cloth or a brush.
Do not use any cleaning products that contain carbonic acid, benzene, alcohol or
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similar substances. Such substances attack the surface of the device and their
vapours are also hazardous to health and explosive. Do not use any sharp-edged
tools, screwdrivers, wire brushes or similar to clean the device.
Safety and maintenance instructions
• Make sure that all electrical connections, such as cable connections, comply
with to the relevant policies.
• Attention! Do not overload power outlets and extensions, this can cause fire or
an electric strike.
• If you are facing any trouble with using the device, or if you have any safety
issues, please contact an expert.
• Keep out of the reach of children.
• Avoid hard impacts, this can lead to damaging the electronic circuits.
• Never replace damaged power leads yourself! Please remove the devices from
the mains and contact a specialist company/dealer.
• Opening and repairing the device must be performed only by an authorized
specialist.
• Wireless systems could be affected by phones, microwaves and other electronic devices that are operating within the 433.92 MHz field. Keep a minimum distance of at least 3 meters during the installation and operation of the device.
Protecting the environment
At the end of its service life, this product must not be disposed of with the normal
domestic waste. It must be taken to an assembly point for the recycling of electrical
and electronic devices. This is indicated by the symbol on the product, the instruction manual and packaging. The materials and substances can be recycled according to their marking.
The reutilisation of recycled substances or other forms or recycling of old devices
significantly helps the environment. Please contact your local authority for information regarding the relevant disposal points.

This product complies with the standards: ITEM #24706
EN 60730-2-7:2010, EN60730-1:2011
DIN VDE0620-1:2010, EN60730-1:2000/A2: 2008, EN60730-2-7:2010
Imported for Claus GmbH, Sigsfeldstraße 4, 45141 Essen, Deutschland,
www.mumbi.de

WEEE-Reg.-Nr.: 83627387
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Discover our complete assortment now on
www.mumbi.de

